make sure new maintenance packages end up in the release

2019-02-13 12:10 - lnussel

Status: Resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: gyribeiro
Category: Maintenance
Target version: RC

Description

maintenance probably released several packages that are new in the previous release. We need to make sure to collect them for the new release.

Related issues:

Related to openSUSE Leap 15.1 - action #39410: check which packages turned in... Closed 2019-01-14 2019-03-29
Copied from openSUSE Leap 15.0 - action #25078: make sure new maintenance pac... Closed 2018-04-05 2018-04-08
Copied to openSUSE Leap 15.2 - action #61542: make sure new maintenance packa... Resolved 2020-03-12 2020-03-15

History

#1 - 2019-02-13 12:10 - lnussel
- Copied from action #25078: make sure new maintenance packages end up in the release added

#2 - 2019-03-14 15:42 - lnussel
- Related to action #39410: check which packages turned into a fork added

#3 - 2019-03-14 15:42 - lnussel
gcc8 already on the way

#4 - 2019-03-25 12:52 - lnussel
- Category set to Maintenance

#5 - 2019-03-28 14:34 - lnussel
- Assignee set to gyribeiro

#6 - 2019-04-03 12:12 - lnussel
are we done with this?

#7 - 2019-04-04 19:32 - gyribeiro
- Status changed from New to In Progress

List of new packages in 15.0: Update to be evaluated if need to be submitted to 15.1:

- cargo -> SUSE:SLE-15:GA (will be ignored as in rust package on 15.1)
- git-annex -> openSUSE:Factory
- kubectl -> openSUSE:Factory
- pam_idap -> SUSE:SLE-15:GA
- perl-GnuPG-Interface -> openSUSE:Factory
- signing-party -> openSUSE:Factory

all python-certbot* are from openSUSE:Factory

- python-certbot
- python-certbot-apache
- python-certbot-dns-cloudflare
- python-certbot-dns-cloudxns
- python-certbot-dns-digitalocean
- python-certbot-dns-dnsimple
- python-certbot-dns-dnsmadeeasy
- python-certbot-dns-google

2022-09-15
- python-certbot-dns-landns
- python-certbot-dns-nson
- python-certbot-dns-rfc2136
- python-certbot-dns-route53
- python-certbot-nginx

Following packages appear as new in 15.0: Update but can possibly be ignored as they subpackages:

- ibutilis-ui -> subpackage of ibutilis
- python-libmount -> subpackage of util-linux

#8 - 2019-04-08 09:36 - Inussel
- % Done changed from 0 to 80

Thanks! Subpackages don't matter, links for secondary spec files are created automatically. Please go ahead and create submit requests

#9 - 2019-04-08 11:56 - Inussel
note git-annex was dropped: https://bugzilla.suse.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1100005

#10 - 2019-04-15 11:22 - gyribeiro
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
- % Done changed from 80 to 0

All missing packages from maintenance were submitted and SRs accepted. Closing this ticket.

#11 - 2019-12-20 13:03 - Inussel
- Copied to action #61542: make sure new maintenance packages end up in the release added